LOCKING BANDS, COMMERCIAL LOCKING BANDS, and CLAMPS
Tips to quickly identify & understand the differences between the various
locking bands and clamps used with DuraVent’s PolyPro venting system.
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These are the latest generation of locking bands introduced by DuraVent in October of 2014.
These include a locking cleat, but do not feature the short side-legs that came with the old
version. These locking bands are only for use with the next-generation PolyPro pipe system
that features a raised button tab on the pipe’s male end. These bands are included with new
shipments of pipe from the factory. These updated parts can easily be identified by looking for
an “L” at the end of the part number. For example, 2PPS-36L would include both the raised
button tab and new locking band. Important Note: If the male end of the pipe is cut, this
locking band cannot be used. In these instances, one of the other solutions shown below will
be required to anchor pipe sections together.

Old locking bands can be easily identified as they included two short, side-legs. Production of
this locking band ceased in the Fall of 2014. While any remaining LB’s you might have are still
approved for use, these locking bands are no longer available from the factory. This version
can be used to anchor both full pipe lengths or cut pipe lengths together when assembled
according to our installation instructions.

This locking band is part of our commercial products catalog. It features two sturdy clamps.
It can be used on old pipe or new pipe. It can also be used on full pipe lengths or cut pipe
lengths. These are sized to fit a specific pipe diameter, and must be ordered accordingly. They
are not universal. Note: The price of these parts has been adjusted recently to make them
much more affordable. This makes them the ideal choice for use with old pipe without the
button tab, and for customers that have run out of old-style locking bands.
Our PPS-PAC clamp is typically used in conjunction with a *PPS-AD adapter to anchor (old or
new) PolyPro pipe to an appliance’s exhaust outlet. At the same time, this clamp can also be
used to anchor other PolyPro components together including pipe sections. It can be used on
full pipe lengths or cut pipe lengths (old or new). As an additional benefit, this part is universal
– that is, it can be used on 2”, 3”, and 4” pipe diameters. A larger version (PPS-PACL) is also
available for 5”, 6”, and 8” diameters.

For advice on specifying a PolyPro vent system, please see our catalog L275.
Information is also readily available on our website: www.duravent.com
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